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INTERVOCALIC LARYNGEAL IN GATHA-AVESTAN*
R. S. P. BEEKES

Rijksuniversiteit

te Leiden

0. Even though the instances of hiatus caused by laryngeal s in Gathic
have been collected by Monna (1978:97f), there is reason to return to
the subject. Apart perhaps from Hittite, there is no language where
traces of the Proto-Indo-European laryngeals are so clear as in Gathic,
and here we have the problem that the expected hiatus is not found.
We must distinguish between laryngeal after ,  and after a.
Laryngeal in anlaut may be discussed first (the reader should consult
the chart at the end of this paper).
1. Laryngeal in Anlaut:
1.1. Augment: Gathic has only very few augmented forms. In
fact, only if (in 31.9a) as (twice) must be read /a'as/ (so that 6 - 8
becomes 7 - 9; cf. 3.7.1) would we have a relevant form.
1.2. Reduplication:
I have previously tried to demonstrate (cf.
Beekes 1979a) that uzirәidyāi
had four syllables (i.e., rdyāi) and
that rärәsya-,
rärәsa(also f, never š) had three (i.e.,
rä'rsya-,
rä'rsa-).
The first word, cognate with Gk. opvūμL, had h3, and the

*For a number of suggestions, I am indebted to F. H. H. Kortlandt,
F. B. J. Kuiper, and M. Witzel, who read a first draft of this paper.
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, h2-

second, if cognate with Gk.
Compounds:

1.3.

The compounds have hiatus when two vowels meet.

We must determine whether or not the second element had an initial
A list is given by Monna (1978:97f):

laryngeal.
1.

asä.aojaηhö,

2.

4.

ciθrä.avarηәm:
both Gk. έvnns and Lat. avère would point
to h , but both connections are doubtful.
dәjämäspa-,
vistāspa-:
*ekwos, which may or may not have
had h1.
dәrәstā.aēnaηhәm,
pouru.aēna:
no certain evidence (cf.

5.

fәrasaostra-:

6.

fraêštaηhō,
zasāitsta-\
if cognate with Skt. ïsate "has
tens" , Ï- might derive from *H-i-Hs-.
fraoxtä,
hizvà.uxθāiš
xsmä.uxQäis:
-, vac-, which has
no laryngeal (Gk. επos).
hvaηhәvīm9 parāhūm: ahu- "life", uncertain (perhaps from

3.

asaoxsayanta:

-h 2 eug-,

Mayrhofer III 656 s.v. énah).

7.
8.

as-

ustra-,

uncertain.

"to be"; probably

9.

hväpa /hu'äpah-/:

10.

paityāstīm:

11.

θβā.ïstis:

12.

xvaēta-:

13.

xvaraiθya~:

14.

xväθra-:

15.

xväθröyä:

*h1es-).

Lat. opus; h3 .

uncertain.
uncertain.
uncertain,
ártha-;

(/hu'ä'ita-/

would have given

if cognate with rccháti,

hi.

uncertain.
uncertain.

16. xvïti-:
i- "to go", uncertain.
(hvarstäis
/hu-varštāis/
is not relevant; iti.әrә
nominal compound.)
There are only three relatively certain instances:
and *h2eug-)

*xväita~)

and one negative [uc-).

is not a

two positive (*h3ep-

This is to be expected since it

is very difficult to demonstrate initial laryngeal.
Many scholars think that every Proto-Indo-European root started
with a consonant.

However, I think that in a few cases it can be
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shown that there was no laryngeal (cf. Beekes 1974). Here we found
one form without laryngeal, but it is probable that the large majority
had one. We can assume that the hiatus in compounds spread analogi
cally to the few cases where there was no laryngeal.
However, a number of these forms might have hiatus according to
the rule, known from Vedi, that hiatus was maintained when the second
vowel was followed by two consonants (AiGr. I 315). This would apply
to lb, 3ab, 5, 6ab, 7abc, 10, 11, 13, 15. This would explain the three
forms that have no laryngeal (7). However, this principle is not suf
ficient to explain the whole phenomenon.
A problem is presented by daregäyu- 28.6a. It contains *h2oyu-,
but it has no hiatus. Kuiper (1978:25) hesitatingly accepts loss of
the laryngeal in compounds. However, this would leave the phenomenon
as a whole without explanation. Also, we saw that laryngeal in anlaut
was retained even where it would have disappeared phonetically (as we
shall see). If this word is a Proto-Indo-European formation, it could
have been *dlHgho-hzyu-.
Also hiatus, giving a 7 - 10 verse, cannot
be entirely excluded as there are a number of verses where 7 - 1 0 can
not easily be reduced (29.1c.4c, 30.4c.8c, 32.6a, 33.4b, 34.8a.lie).
2.

The Sequences i-V and uH-V:

2.1. It seems that in the sequences iH, uH plus vowel, i and 
remained syllabic everywhere, with the following exceptions:
In 44.10d, daidyat, 3rd sg. pres. of dī- "to see", must be disyl
labic. The explanation may be loss of laryngeal as found in compounds
(cf. Kuiper 1961).
For hizvä- 47.2b, 51.3b, cf. Kuiper 1978:12-6.
Another exception is xvәnvat 53.4c. The metre of Y 53 gives many
difficulties, but the middle part of 7/8-7/6 - 5 is never 8. This may
be due to the fact that Y53 is younger than the others, but, then,
we must accept that many instances of hiatus have been preserved here
as archaisms. In 33.2b, the form could also be disyllabic. Therefore,
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Kuiper (1978:25) suggests loss of laryngeal in a derivative.
aojyaēšū 46.12b. aojya- is generally considered a gerundive, so
we expect -iya-.
This would give 4 - 8, of which Monna (1978:113-5)
allows only five instances (one as certain, four as possible), -iyawould also be expected according to Si evers' Law.
For the accusative singular of the ī-stems, cf. 2.4.
2.2. The Genitive Dual: Of the categories presenting syllabic
i and u, only the genitive dual will be discussed here. Ahva, and mainyva 30.5a (the manuscript readings iiuu [S 1 ; and H 1 , which represents
an independent tradition], iuu, uu [with i-epenthesis], ii suggest that
iiuu was the original reading; manauua Mf 1 , Pd may have a for ii ["for"])
must be trisyllabic. This means that the ending was probably *-Häs9
giving *ahuHäs, *manyuHäs. Then haxt(a)ya 53.7b must have been

*haxti-

Eās.

In the a-stems, -aya must then be *-aiHäs.
Hoffmann (1975/6:561, fn. 2) pointed out that Vedic -os must con
tinue *-Hous9 as shown by trisyllabic pitrôs9 mātrôs, svásros, hâryos9
hánvos. He connected it with ahva (which of course has another ending)
and suggested that the laryngeal was h1 (taken from the nominative du
al). This would mean that the Proto-Indo-European endings were nom.
*-h 1 (e),

gen. *-h1ë/ōs

later addition).

or *-h1e/oHs9

loc. *-h1ou {-s is evidently a

However, we cannot be certain that the laryngeal was

h1.

2.3. Important is vairya 43.13e, gen. sg. of vairya-.
From this
stem, we further have vairïm 34.14a, 51.1a, both times trisyllabic,
/variyam/. vairya is supposed to stand for *vairyaya with haplology
(which is known from both Avestan and Vedic). It is impossible that
our text had -yaya9 because, as the stem appears to have been / v a r i y a - / ,
this would have given four syllables, which is impossible: the verse
requires a trisyllable. The text, then, must have had /variya/.
For -iya- in this form, there are in principle two explanations:
(1) If it was a Si evers form of vavya (with haplology from
/varyaya/),
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this would mean that it was *varH-ya- that gave the Sievers form. (2a)
If -iya- goes back to -iHo-, /variHayäh/
could only have been shortened
to /variyäh/

after /variHayäh/

had developed into /variyayäh/.

(2b)

If -iya- goes back to -iHo-, there is a second possibility, namely,
that the feminine of /variHa-/
was /variH-l
(AiGr. II.2 401, 412).
This would have given /varyāh/
in the genitive. But the form was tri
syllabic, i.e., /variyäh/,
which can only be explained as a Sievers
form after consonant plus laryngeal. If the forms with išya- are one
word (Insler thinks that there are three separate words), and if it
had -iHo-, išyqm does not have an ī-form for the feminine. I find no
forms in Gathic with -y- after -CH- and thus cannot determine whether
or not Sievers' Law operated there. The Sanskrit evidence is negative
(cf. Beekes 1976:90). Therefore, (1) and (2b) are improbable. (1) is
improbable anyway as the form is a gerundive, where Gathic and Vedi
have -iya-;
a Sievers form is impossible here, since -iya- must be
from -iHo-. Cf. Monna (1978:98): zahya- 53.8b, zәvim 31.4a; išyais very uncertain; on aojya-,
cf. 2.1. Insler adds vaēdyā 44.8d.
Therefore, (2a) must be the right explanation.
This is rather important, as it would prove that the laryngeal
after i and  was already lost early enough for the haplology to occur
in this form. It seems obvious to assume that the laryngeal after a
had disappeared as well at that time.
2.4.

ī/yā-stems:

The forms found in Gathic are:

-ih2

-

vaηuhï

Acc.

-ihm

-im

vaηuhïm

Gen.

-ieh2-(e)s

-ya

vaηhuya

Sg. Nom.

Dat.

-ieh2-ei

-yai

vaηhuyäi

Inst.

-ieh2-eh1

-yā

vaηhuyä

Loc.

-ieh2-i

yezivi
tәvïšm
būmya

azïm

hāitim
azya
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-ïh2es

-īs

manaoθrïs aηuhïs-

Acc.

-ih2ns

-ïs

arënavaitïs

Gen.

-i
-ih2-bhyos

-ib

syeitibyō

-ih2-{i)E

-

tәvïsï

Pl. Nom.

Dat.
Du. Nom.

-ï

c.

nәmaxvaïtïs

azï

tevïsï

We have seen that the i remained vocalic in Gathic when from an orig
inal sequence iEV. This means that the accusative singular and plural,
as well as the nominative plural, must be analogical, having been re
modeled after the ā-stems.
The Proto-Indo-European form for the nominative dual is not cer
tain. From -ih2-iH,
one might expect -iyi.
The genitive singular may have had -s or -es, but in the dative
only -ei seems possible (- would have given -ye). If it is old, the
laryngeal has left no hiatus. The instrumental might have had -ieh2h1.
3.

The Sequence αH-V:

3.1. Apart from the other ā-stem forms, we may point to the pro
nouns θβōi 31.9a, 44.11c, 48.8c, and x v ae- 46.11c, nom. sg. fem., both
It is clear
monosyllabic. They must represent *tweh 2 -i, *sweh2-i.
that the laryngeal disappeared in this sequence.
3.2. a-stem nouns: A table of the Gathic forms is given on the
next page. None of the relevant forms has hiatus:
Sg. Voc. -eh2ï
.

-2

> -'i
> -a'am

Inst, - e h 2 e h 1 > -a'rä ?

Loc.

-eh2ï

> -a'i (but vyänayä is uncertain)
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Pl. Nom. -eh2es

>

-a'as

-eh2ns

>

-a'as

-eh2i

>

Acc.
Du. Nom.

53

-'i

There is some doubt about the instrumental singular. It could have
been - e h 2 - h 1 or perhaps -h2-eh1.
Both would give monosyllabic forms.
Singular

Plural

-ā

daënā

Voc.

-ē, -ā

әәθ, spәntā

Acc.

-gm

Gen.

Nom.

-a(s-)

daēna

daënqm

-a(s-)

daēna, sāsna(s-)

-aya

daēnaya

-anan

sâsnanam

Dat.

-ayāi

daēnayāi

-abyo

Inst.

-

daënà

-ābīš

Loc.

-aya

daênayā,

-aya

vyänayä ?

vazyamnābyō
daënābïs

sāsnayä
-ahū

gaëθahū

Dual
Nom.

-ē

ubë

For the forms in -ë (әrәxθē, ubë [and vyänayā,
if this is a loca
tive in -ai + ā]), phonetic loss of h2 must evidently be admitted: analogy for two (or three) different forms is much less probable. This
conclusion confirms that of section 3.1.
The same explanation must be accepted for the nominative plural:
the laryngeal disappeared in -eh2~ (or -aHa-).
We arrived at the same
conclusion for the dative of the ī-stems (see 2.4).
The accusatives are much more difficult. The accusative singular
must have become -ām phonetically, because the -stems shaped their
accusative after it. On the other hand, hyәm, dyam = /hya'am,
dya'am/
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point to a vocalization -eHm with the Indo-Iranian development of the
vocalic nasal. This is also found in vāta- /va'ata-/
(< *h 2 weh 1 nto-)
and in the accusative of the type /mazda'αm/.
We shall return to this
problem in section 4. I do not think that 3 pl. inj. dan /dàn/ 45.10e,
49.4d provides evidence; we would expect *daH-nt > /darat/.
The form
is easily explained as analogical {dā+n).
The development -eh2m > -am might be very early. It should be
noted that Lith. -ą, had no laryngeal
(ranką).
For the accusative plural, Indo-Iranian and Germanic point to -ās,
the other languages to -āns.
It is possible that Germanic simply has
the form of the nominative plural and that Indo-Iranian has -äs < -afas
< -aHns. The first, however, seems rather a result than a cause. For
the latter, the relative chronology is relevant. As the syllabic nasals
were retained as such down to the separate Indian and Iranian branches,
the development -aHns > -a'as too could only have taken place in ProtoIndo-Aryan and Proto-Iranian. In that case, I would expect that the
laryngeal/hiatus would have been preserved down to Gathic (and Vedic).
The attempt to explain the evidence for -äs as secondary, therefore, is
not strong. A priori, it is more probable that the aberrant -äs, found
in two widely separated groups, is the older form and -āns an adapta
tion. Above we saw that -eh2m could have resulted early in -ām. Then
it is probable that -eh2ns in the same way and at the same time result
If this is
ed in -āns, which could have further developed into -ās.
correct, the development probably was still Proto-Indo-European (Rix
1976:75 gives the same interpretation).
3.3. xsnәm 48.12b, 53.2b has a variant xsnәm, but xsnәm is in
both places clearly the better attested reading (note that H1 has this
reading; in Y 53, K5 corrects -urn to -әm. See Kellens [1974:196] for
corrections to Geldner; I do not subscribe to his conclusion that "les
leçons sont assez équivalentes"; also  for ә is much more probable
than the reverse). The best interpretation is a root noun xsnā- with
xsnәm = *xsnąm < -eHm. If it is the root "to know", the laryngeal
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would have been either h3 or h1.
3.4. Nom. sg. mąθrā is trisyllabic, 50.6a, 51.8c, and represents
*mentro-Hön {-Een) as shown by Hoffmann (1955). The laryngeal is hard
to identify. Hoffmann suggests that Gk. μελαv- is mel-Hn- "Schmutz
habend". In that case, it must be h2. But μελav- is not clear enough.
Lat. iuvenem < *(h2)yuHenrg does not prove h1, as Hoffmann seems to sug
gest. Hoffmann suggests that the laryngeal was h1 because there are
no "konstante Vokalumfärbungen" (n3), with which he points, I think,
to Gk. and Lat. -on. However, in -oHōn, -o-Hon-, -oHn- all laryngeal s
are possible, and, for -o-Hēn, -o-Een-, h3 is easier than h1, but we
cannot be certain.
As we saw, in -eh2e- the laryngeal left no hiatus. Here we could
assume that we have h1 or h3 and that this remained. I think that
this is improbable phonetically ([ah2a, eh1e]).
Rather, it would have
been analogical; it could have been taken from *mantraEn~.
This would
be parallel to *dyaHm after *dyaHs (see 4 ) .
3.5. zavanaemā 28.9a. I suggested (apud Monna 1978:10, nl7) an
original athematic *zr-naE-iE-ma
/zrna'īma/.
The form may well be the
matic just as it stands, /zarnaima/,
for several lines have 7 - 8 syl
lables in Y 28. Also, -aHiHma would have lost its hiatus in Gathic,
unless it was restored analogically. I see no reason for Insler's
emendation *zarnāyaēmā.
Of course, zara- stands for zarә-, with -arintroduced from zarәta(or elsewhere).

frī-

3.6. frīnäi
49.12c presents several difficulties. The forms from
in Avestan are:
Act.

frlnami
frïnaiti
frïnenti

Subj.

frīnāni
frïnāt
imp.

frïnәntu
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frīnāi

Mid.
fryanmahï

(YH)

(GAv.)
frīnāmahī

ptc. frīnәmnä

(GAv.)

fryanmahī is athematic, frīnәmna- is thematic, all other forms can be
both.
If frīnāi
is thematic, we would expect frïna'ài,
but there are
more exceptions here (see 3.8).
However, I would expect hiatus from the athematic form too. In
the first place, an athematic subjunctive would have -o-h2ei > -a-Eai >
-a; ai.
This holds for all 1 sg. athematic subjunctive forms. But fr
nāi has an extra complication: the subjunctive also has the full-grade
of the stem in Avestan, as in Vedic, in the nā-presents. This would
give 1 sg. -naH-a-Eai > -na'a'ai.
(This is the only na-verb in Gathic;
Vedic has no 1 sg. middle.) If the laryngeal following e/o (Ilr. a)
had disappeared without hiatus, there would be no problem.
3.7. PIE --, etc.: It has been held that in Gathic two of the
PIE vowels -e- and -o- when directly following each other, were not
yet contracted. However, I do not think that this is correct.
In the first place, it is a priori very improbable that a sequence
-oo- or -- remained uncontracted for more than a thousand years. It
is very important to remember that, as we have seen in 3.1 and 3.2, a
sequence -e/oHV- has no hiatus.
There is little evidence for hiatus in certain instances. If the
ablative in -od originated from -o-ed9 GAc. l - a t / shows that there is
no hiatus. The nominative plural of the o-stems has -ā. If this rep
resents (a sandhi form of) -ōs < -o-es, it shows that there was no hi
atus. The dative singular in -āi is discussed in 3.7.1, the genitive
plural in 3.7.2. The thematic subjunctive, which is considered as
positive evidence, will be discussed later.
3.7.1. Dat. sg. in -āi: Kuiper (1964:98) considers the possibil
ity of "a very antique pronunciation -a'ai" in 33.2c vavāi and 51.11a
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spitamäi;
in 28.5b, he reads ahurahyä for ahuräi.
He points out that
verses with 6 - 9/8 are rare. I think that the case is even stronger.
The two problems should be considered together:
6 -- 9/8; 6

■

7

dat. in -äi

30.1b

6-9

ahuräi

31.15b

6-9

dusšyaoθanäi

33.2c

6-9

väräi

34.4c

6-9

28.5b

6-8

31.9a

6-8

51.11a

6-7

ahuräi,

in two short half-lines

sәvistāi

spitamäi

Kuiper dismisses dussyaoθanäi
since it could be /dusšiyauθna/
or /dussyauθ.na/.
But the first has now been proved improbable (Monna 1978:
106), and the second as well. The instances assumed by Monna (index
s.v. syaoθana-)
have 7 - 8 (30.3b has 8 - 8 ) except 48.5b, where 5 - 6
must be accepted, because several such verses are found here together.
This means that five out of seven first half-lines with 6 instead
of 7 syllables have a dative in -āi (unless we read -ahyā in 28.5b and
30.1b). This makes it very probable that the dative ending was disyl
labic. It would bring 28.5b to 7 - 8, or 7 - 9 if sәvistāi
too had
a disyllabic ending. Here it is very welcome since there are only very
few verses with two short half-lines. (Monna has further only 46.1c,
with 3 - 6 ; difficulties in both half-lines are further found only in
30.3b and 32.6b with 8 - 8 . 31.9a would be solved if as were a'as;
see 1.1.)
However, I do not think that we must read -a'ai.
In the first
place, as stated above, I think it linguistically improbable that -oei
(-aai) was not yet contracted (nor could it have become disyllabic by
analogy). In the second place, Gathic does not have any other phenom
enon of this kind represented in so sporadic a manner; they are in gen
eral very regular (see Monna 1978:97-110). I have counted 47 nouns in
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-āi (and 4 dubious ones). Of these, 4 or 5 occur in the second part
of 7 - 8 verses, where there is no reason to assume a disyllabic form.
Only the five forms under discussion were probably disyllabic. Then
there are 36 pronominal forms (ahnāi 23, kahmāi 5, yahmäi 4, mahnmâi 1,
Qßahmäi 1, xšmäkäi 1, yušmäkäi 1 ) , none of which has a disyllabic end
ing. Lastly, the infinitive ending -dyai has been shown to continue
*-dhyōi (Rix 1976), which must be a dative; it occurs 27 times. One
stands in the latter half of a 7 - 8 verse (34.5b). For one only, a
disyllabic form would be very welcome, 44.8b with 3 - 7.
I think that the five datives had -aya (and perhaps sәνištāi as
well). This form is well represented in Gathic (29.5a.l1b, 34.11a,
45.9d, 46.10d, 53.1c.2b.4d have -ai.ā\
Hoffmann [1975/6:650] reconstucted it in ašä{i) yecä in 30.1c, 51.2a. Insler assumed it for frädaθāi
a-(spәrezatä)

in 31.16b; it must perhaps be read in mәrәzdikāi

a-(xštat)

51.4a). The difficulty that our texts have no trace of the -a disap
pears if we allow influence of the oral tradition. That the form, which
had disappeared from the language, was replaced by the surviving form
is an easy assumption.
3.7.2. Genitive plural: Recently, Kortlandt (1978) has shown
definitively that the genitive plural ending was -. Essential in his
view, and for the explanation of Ilr. -a'am, is that the ā-stems had
-H-om. This is shown by those languages that have reflexes of - in
the ā-stems, for, if they had originally had -eh z -om, the -ā- {-aH-)
would never have been lost. He further assumes that the o-stems had
-, not -oom; that is:
o-stems
1.

-

ā-stems

cons.

-h2-

-

-am

-am

stems

resulted in Indo-Iranian:
2.

-am
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Then ā (= aH) was introduced to characterize the ā-stems (as happened
in Greek and Latin -äsōm):
3.

-am

-aHam

-am

It was now possible to characterize the ă-stems also by restoring their
stem vowel :
4.

-a-Ham

-aHam

-am

after which -aHam spread to all classes:
5.

-aHam

-aHam

-aHam

6.

-anaHam

-anaHam

-aHam

This is the phase found in Gathic, (It is remarkable that again the
ā-stems imposed their form, -ä-, on the ă-stems, which could have
been distinguished from them with -ănaHam).
Not only is the analogical introduction of -{a)H- relevant here,
but also that there was no -oom.
3.8. Subjunctive: The forms are collected by Monna (1978:lOlf).
A few remarks may be added.
On azäθä see Beekes (1979b) {a- may be a glide vowel between yā-is
zäθä =

/zaaθa/).

On frïnāi
see 3.6.
isäi can be athematic, though isōyä, isәmna- are thematic [is ē
can be both).
Add to the list dyai /dya'āi/
29.8c. Though of uncertain inter
pretation, this seems to be the best analysis of the form. (It will
be a ya-present, i.e., thematic, and a subjunctive, so -a'äi.
Y 29
has two or three lines with 7 - 10 -- I would hesitate to change aθa
to at — but only one with 7 - 8 ifθβamis monosyllabic.)
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The thematic forms may be grouped thus:
a'a

3 s/p

most probable

prob./poss.

improb./imposs.

paitisāt

vaocāt

isàntï

vàuràitë

bacante

r ā r ә y a a n l

haivyante
1 s

hanàni

act.

sënghànï

išasā

ufyānï
(yäsä indic. ?)

vaoca
xšayä
mid.

әrәsā

manyāi

jasāi

()

dyāi ?

yavāi

yazai

()

xšäi

isāi
frïnai

(; athem. ?)
(athem. ?)

sәraosānë

(s-aor. ?)

The exceptions form a serious problem, especially jaai and yazai,
which occur three times each, so that they are absolutely certain.
One might of course think that these are the forms actually spoken
by Zarathustra, but it is hard to assume that all other hiatus forms
are archaisms of the religious poetic language or taken from a dif
ferent dialect.
The forms of the 1 sg. are usually reconstructed thus for PIE:
PIE
ind.
Act. a them.
them.
Mid. a them.
them.

GAv.
subj.

ind.

subj.

-mi

-a

-mi

-oH

> -a

-oH

-o-oE
--2
-o-o-h2i

> -a

-à

-a

> -a'ai

-e

-ai

> -a 'ai

-e

-a 'ai

-h2ei
-o-h2i

If the laryngeal caused hiatus, we would expect it in the middle sub-
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junctive of thematic and athematic forms. I see no basis for a re
shuffling of hiatus that could account for the actual facts. We must
assume that the laryngeal left no hiatus. If that is correct, we can
be sure that -oo- did not either. Also, we saw in 3.7 that the evi
dence for hiatus from -00- etc. is negative.
However, I think that the reconstruction given above is wrong.
Renou (1932) has shown that the thematic forms originally were a cate
gory independent from the verbal system and that from it developed the
(thematic) subjunctive (of athematic verbs) and the thematic indicative.
This gives the following picture:
PIE
ind.
act. athem.
them.
mid. athem.
them.

-mi

subj .

Indo-Iranian
ind.
subj.

-oH

-mi

-oH

-h2ei
-o-h2i

-a
-a

-o-h2i

-ai

-ai
-ai

In a later phase, but still in Indo-Iranian, a thematic middle indic
ative form -ai was created. (In Gathic there is only one certain in
stance, ā y e s e 53.6c; isē could be athematic.)
For our subject the conclusion is the same: in -oh2i,
the laryn
geal was lost, and the hiatus must have been introduced later. Cowgill
(1968:27) reached the same conclusion, though operating with
-oo-h2ei.
Cowgill also noted that the fifteen Rigvedic instances of -ai are never
disyllabic.
If frina
was athematic, i.e., *prinaHaHai9
the loss of laryngeal
would explain monosyllabic -ai.
The explanation of the hiatus is simple: the stem-vowel of the
thematic verbs was analogically introduced. This was possible because
the language still had laryngeal s. It is exactly comparable to what
happened in the genitive plural. The subjunctives of the type
da'at,
vida'at,
fra'ä,
ga'at,
pa'at probably served as a model. They could
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be analyzed as having a subjunctive characterized by - ' a - (or - H a
This means that the endings were -a'ā, - a ' a i , etc.
4.

Conclusions:

At the beginning of a root, the laryngeal was probably preserved,
though the evidence consists of two forms with r- (uzirәidyaii-,
rärәs(y)a-) and the doubtful as

/a'as/.

As to iE, uH before vowel, we have seen that ,  were still syl
labic in Gathic. The exceptions daidyat and hizva- may have found an
explanation, but not so xvәnvat and aojya-.
The acc. sg. -im is ana
logical after the ä-stems. Vairya proves that the laryngeal as such
had disappeared some time before our texts and that Gathic had - i y a - ,
-uva-.

Much more complex is the problem of the development of aH. The
evidence of the ä-stems and especially that of the 1 sg. middle sub
junctive shows that the laryngeal was lost in this position. However,
there are several instances where it (or at least hiatus) is still
found. To explain this situation, I see three possibilities: a dif
ferent treatment of the different laryngeal s ; different environments;
or analogical préservation/réintroduction. The first is suggested by
dyam, etc., which has hi, as against the accusative singular of the
ä-stems. It is phonetically possible that eh2m lost and eh\m retained
its laryngeal. But this should have happened at least in early IndoIranian (before the time that e and  and the laryngeal s fell together).
Vedi syan 9 etc., often have an extra syllable, though, in all persons.
If it started in the 1 sg., it must have been analogically extended.
I think it more probable that it was analogically retained.
I think that analogy is the explanation of the other instances of
laryngeal/hiatus too. The roots f r ä - 9 g a - , pä-, v i d ä - had h2, and in
these cases it cannot be due to a specific laryngeal, as it is certain
that h2 disappeared. They must therefore be explained through analogy.
At the end of the root, this is quite understandable. In the genitive
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plural, -aH- was secondarily introduced.
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Maθra is comparable to dyam,

On the other hand, xsnәm seems not to have been restored.
ROOT

SUFFIX

\i/uh1

erәz-jyöi

raiθim

vi/uh2

hvarә-

-ïm*

xvәng

-īš*

dyä <

ENDING
*d{h)Hihihze

v

x әnvat*
\/3

(uzireidyäi)

\i/uH

frya^

-ya-

tvәm-

aojya-*

zbaya-

tanū-

duzazoba

hizü-

vya-

hizvä-*

< --

-á (gD)

mruyë
suyë
daidyat*
\ah1

väta-

hyәm

da- (subj. ?)

dyam

mazdazvazdaazäθä (?)*
\ah2

fr (subj.)

θßöi*

gat

xvae~*

pat

(?) ,,

-ai

(subj. )*

bәrәxθë*

vida-

-am (aS)*

(rrәš{)-)

-a (naP)*
übe*

\h3

dahhu-,

duz-däh-

adada-

(subj. ?)

,
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ROOT

SUFFIX

ENDING

yah-

maθrä

-am (gP)

θβam (?)

paθam (?)

 (?)*

frlnai

(?) *

( ) in anlaut; * no hiatus

J
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